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Exercise

The assignments are now done, for this weekend we prepare for the home
exams

Exercise 1 - Unavailable

Distribute objects around the globe"in either Planetlab or Ifi machines.
Simply ssh to the nodes you know is either far away or local. Then let that
object ping to the central node to know that it is alive. Make an exception
where the unavailable triggers when a node crashes.

Exercise 2 - Traveling man

Make a traveling man where it then tries to travel to Japan, Switzerland,
Germany, England, USA and Poland. You have to ssh to these on planetlab.
The traveling man will just travel to this location and let it be there for 20
seconds and then it will depart to the next node. If the man dies when the
node is dead, the listener has to regenerate the man again and let it travel.

Exercise 3 - Mailbox

Make a simple mailbox functionality that can send data to other nodes,
which then it has to send to a central server and the server notifies to the
other nodes that a data is available so that they can fetch from the server.
In this exercise, you have to consider the attached on the variables. There
is no functionality for removing a specific data from an array, you have to
also consider and make your own remove operation.
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Exercise 4 - Mailbox multicaster

Give the mailbox the ability to multicast to given node addresses. This has
to go through a central server and the server has to do a lookup to find the
matching LNN.

Exercise 5

• What does it mean to be immutable?

• Why can’t Junk conform to Pizza, but a Pizza can conform to Junk? (
Make a program with typeobject Pizza and Junk where each contains
operation deliver[a:Pizza] and for junk deliver[a:Any])

• Why mobility? Is Emerald a big advantage for this? What are the
difference between Emerald and CORBA?

• Why use attached signature at all? Any reasons why?

• What does view as do? And what about restrict to?

Next week

The home exam will be published on monday after the lecture and a
presentation of the assignment will be on 19th march and 21 march
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